




 Due Diligence

So yesterday I posted about FINRA ADF showing up as the primary exchange for GME trades over the past 6 trading
days (and likely much longer). The thing is, FINRA ADF is not currently in operation...

https://www.reddit.com/r/Superstonk/comments/muzj4o/finra_webmaster_no_brokerdealers_currently_using/

u/koreanjc had a great post about this a little over a week ago FADF - A Dark Pool

While looking into this, I realized that the GME Bloomberg Terminal data is missing between 31.4% and 38.9% of GME
daily trading volume from 4/13 - 4/20.

That's 19,411,389 missing bananas over just 6 trading days. Only 70 million GME-issued bananas are supposed to
exist...

If you add up the total missing volume + ADF volume, you will see that over 69% of GME bananas are being reported
as trading off exchange (FINRA ADF, which is reportedly not in operation - again see my post from yesterday), or
completely missing (a deeper, darker pool that even Bloomberg can't see?).

40,126,778 GME bananas were traded over 6 days, and even Bloomberg, which costs $24,000/year, has no idea where
they are.

I'm not a finance guy, or a stock guy - I'm an ape. I can't really do math, but luckily Excel does the math for me.

I don't play options, but if I had call options for 4/16 or 4/23, which are each worth thousands and thousands of dollars, I
would certainly want to know what unknown entity is keeping the price of GME at this $160 threshold by
hiding 40,126,778 bananas from making their way to the exchanges.

TLDR - each day, over 69% of GME bananas are either missing, or being routed through "FINRA ADF", which is not
currently operating. Someone is hiding your GME bananas to artificially manipulate the GME stock price from mooning.
The rocket is fueled for take-off. Can anyone find out what is going on with the missing bananas?

Data from Bloomberg vs Actual Daily Volume. So many missing bananas...

Over 30% of GME bananas are missing from Bloomberg Terminal. Over 69% of GME 
is trading off exchanges or in an unreported Dark Pool? It's National Banana Day -Do 
you know where your GME bananas are? - Apr. 21, 2021
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Missing bananas? 3/24 Tweet from DFV (sorry for the Play icon)

DFV Tweet from 3/24

4/22 will be Wild after green reversal?? Had to include it...

https://twitter.com/TheRoaringKitty/status/1374710669321379846?s=20
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DFV Tweet from 4/9

Thanks again to u/Ravada for the daily Bloomberg Terminal drops. All Bloomberg images were taken from his posts.

Bloomberg Data (just look at the middle of the screen for FINRA ADF and Total Volume):

4/20 - 1,802,127 missing bananas + 1,431,221 through ADF = 69.4% of daily volume

4/19 - 3,900,530 missing bananas + 3,425,731 through ADF = 69.6% of daily volume
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4/16 - 2,031,239 missing bananas + 1,783,408 through ADF = 73.1% daily volume

4/15 - 2,640,551 missing bananas + 2,935,255 through ADF = 70.9% daily volume

4/14 - 6,641,202 missing bananas + 8,792,903 through ADF = 73.0% daily volume
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4/13 - 2,395,740 missing bananas + 2,346,871 through ADF = 69.6% daily volume

Edit 1: Daily GME Volume

Source: nasdaq.com. Why is the actual daily volume so much different than reported Bloomberg volume? Where are the missing bananas?

Edit 2: Edited the Excel sheet to reflect the Nasdaq daily volume (I had used a different source, which had slightly
different Total Volume data).

The total missing bananas increased from 19,285,389 to 19,411,389. Also edited the missing banana data for each
Bloomberg terminal to reflect Nasdaq. Thanks u/2008UniGrad

Edit 3: Added Bloomberg Terminal from 4/21 (below) and added updated Excel sheet to reflect 4/21 data (also below).
Updated total missing bananas to reflect 4/21 data.

Total missing bananas for last 7 trading days = 20,798,855 bananas

Total missing bananas + ADF for last 7 trading days = 42,644,089 bananas
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4/21 - 1,387,466 missing bananas + 1,129,845 through ADF = 66.5% daily volume

Data from Bloomberg vs Actual Daily Volume. Added 4/21 data to running total from last 7 trading days.
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 Due Diligence

Hey guys.

I just wanted to do a quick update on my Missing Bananas post and relate it to some of the Dark Pool DDs that others
have submitted this week to kind of drive the point home.

u/broccaaa had a DD post about FTDs and Massive Dark Pool Activity . His brain is wayyy wrinklier than mine and the
detail of this research is truly amazing.

One of the big takeaways relating to OTC / dark pool trading can be summarized in this graph from his post:

Dark Pool trade data for OTC and ATS trade pool.

Dark Pool DD Summary and A Quick Update on all those Missing GME Bananas
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u/broccaaa concludes that "Dark Pool activity ramped up massively at the start of January," the "total number of trades
more than quadrupled," and "the average trade size dropped to around 50 shares per trade, remaining there ever since."

This table (also from his post), shows the main Dark Pool participants (Shitadel being #1):

Updated GME Float to 26.7 million - 49% of GME float traded OTC

Here's an approximation of what the updated graph would look like (Ape doesn't know how to make a new one)

Total shares traded by firm for OTC and ATS pools since Jan.

Definitely take another look at his DD if you have a chance!

________________

u/Doom_Douche had a great DD post, A Deep Dive into Dark Pool Trading, where he shows how much more dark pool
trading is happening with GME compared to other stocks. Again, super wrinkley stuff...

One big takeaway from this post was that these conclusions were made using an estimated GME float of 54.1
million rather than the 26.7 million that we can now deduce from the GME Proxy...

Using this table from his post,

And making that little adjustment to the updated GME float...
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Percent of Float Traded OTC - GME vs. Others

Yeah... I felt that too!

________________

Now for my updated post

Thanks u/WSBdickhead for the updated Bloomberg Terminal screenshots. These are all streamlined to include the entire
premarket and afterhours (4:00 - 20:00 EST). He was also able to change a few settings on the Default search criteria to
include "Odd-lots" and potentially some other black magic that my brain was too smooth to understand.

Long story short - the "Custom" search criteria in the Bloomberg screenshots now equals the Nasdaq total daily volume.
So no more missing bananas???

https://www.reddit.com/u/WSBdickhead/
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Not so fast... Let's analyze that data a little further. The missing volume is still not reporting on any of the Bloomberg
exchanges. So these missing bananas are not even going through the "FINRA ADF" dark pool and therefore must be
traded through some other OTC dark pool that is deeper and darker than whatever dark pool data is being reported as
"FINRA ADF".

What we see by comparing the data is actually really interesting and I'd love some feedback on how we can use it, and
what we can do with it.

Do we now have a window into the daily OTC / dark pool trade volume???

Total Volume data (Custom) - Bloomberg reported data = missing bananas (OTC)

FINRA ADF + missing bananas (OTC) = % of daily volume traded off-exchanges

I'll make a few more calculations from this updated data at the bottom of the post (see Excel screenshots).

Thanks again u/Ravada for the daily Bloomberg Terminal drops!

Original 4/13 Bloomberg Terminal

Original 4/13 - 69.6% daily volume traded off-exchanges
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New 4/13 - 69.38% daily volume traded off-exchange

What changed?

Now Custom = Total daily volume. So these bananas aren't necessarily "missing", but are most definitely traded OTC /
Dark pool.

Adding FINRA ADF volume + OTC (other?) volume means that 69.38% of 4/13 daily volume was traded off-exchange /
in dark pools.

Original 4/14 Terminal

New 4/13 Terminal

Original 4/14 - 73.0% daily volume traded off-exchange
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New 4/14 Terminal

New 4/14 - 72.88% daily volume traded off-exchange

Adding FINRA ADF volume + OTC (other?) volume means that 72.88% of 4/14 daily volume was traded off-exchange /
in dark pools.

Original 4/15 Terminal

Original 4/15 - 70.9% daily volume traded off-exchange
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Adding FINRA ADF volume + OTC (other?) volume means that 70.61% of 4/15 daily volume was traded off exchange /
in dark pools.

I'm going to take a few shortcuts for the rest and just show you the new terminals and have the % off-exchange in the 
captions.

New 4/16 Terminal

New 4/16 - 73.15% daily volume traded off-exchange

New 4/15 Terminal

New 4/15 - 70.61% daily volume traded off-exchange
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New 4/19 - 69.64% daily volume traded off-exchange

New 4/19 Terminal

New 4/20 Terminal

New 4/20 - 69.41% of daily volume traded off-exchange

I don't have streamlined (4:00 - 20:00 EST) Bloomberg Terminal screenshots of 4/21 or 4/22, but 4/21 had
roughly 66.53% of volume traded off-exchange and 4/22 had 67.06% of volume traded off-exchange.

Below is the raw data that I extracted from the terminals and calculations. The number of bananas traded OTC is
highlighted, as is the total number of bananas traded off-exchange (OTC + ADF).

45,453,445 bananas were traded off-exchange over 8 low-volume trading days - that's 170.24% of the GME float!
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GME Daily Volume

92.44% to 94.99% of Daily Trades are made Off-Exchange

All of the smallest trades are being made off-exchange. Look at the difference between size of trade (Bloomberg) and
size of trade (Custom), which is the average size for the entire day. Now, I understand that most retail trades less than
100 shares are not routed to the exchange, but over 92% of all trades are routed through either "FINRA ADF" (dark
pool) or traded OTC (darker pool).

People seem to pay attention when numbers are presented as money ($$$) so maybe someone will pay attention if we
put some $$$ figures on what's been going on.

Billions of dollars spent on GME are routed through Dark Pools
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Over 6 days of low volume trading, $8.919 billion was spent on GME bananas. Good work apes!

They routed $2.95 billion through OTC dark pools and $3.33 billion through "FINRA ADF". Adding those
together, $6.281 billion was routed off-exchange, accounting for 70.43% of the 6-day total ($8.919 billion).

Only $2.638 billion actually went through the exchanges.

This data seems to corroborate the DDs posted by u/broccaaa and u/Doom_Douche . And it seems abundantly clear that 
GME trades are being handled much differently than any of the other stocks that were investigated, both in terms of size 
of trade (the smallest trades are routed to darkest of dark pools), and percent of float (49% of GME float) that is traded 
OTC.

If we take the missing bananas for what I believe them to be (traded off-exchange in OTC dark pools), then 170.24% of 
the GME float was traded in OTC dark pools across 8 low-volume trading days...

TLDR: Over 90% of GME trades from 4/13 - 4/20 were routed through dark pools (FINRA ADF or OTC). Over 70%
($6.28 billion) of the money that was spent on GME bananas over this 6-day trading period was routed through dark 
pools (FINRA ADF or OTC). We may now how a way of tracking daily OTC / Dark pool numbers rather than waiting 2-4 
weeks for FINRA data. They can't keep this up forever, especially if we can bring some attention to their corrupt antics 
for manipulating GME. And don't forget to VOTE!

Edit 1: Formatting
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